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Child poverty in New Zealand

heart-breaking



COLLAPSING ECOSYSTEMS: heart stopping

Rangitukia beach, before & after logging



COLLAPSING ECOSYSTEMS: algae in rivers



Pacific Islands drowning 

Tuvalu



Carving of

Rangi &

Papa

Earth mother,

Sky father



From nothingness (te Kore) was generated
Unpossessed nothingness, 
Unbound nothingness
The wind of growth, the wind of life (ko hau tupu, ko
hau ora)
Stayed in clear space
And the atmosphere emerged
The sky (te rangi) which floats

Above the Earth (te whenua).



Mother and child



Feast At Matatā

Augustus Earle 1849







Joseph Banks



William Monkhouse

Surgeon on
James Cook’s 

Endeavour



THE ORDER OF RELATIONS:

Erasmus Darwin

The Loves of the Plants



THE ORDER OF RELATIONS:

Comte de Buffon

L’Histoire Naturelle 



THE ORDER OF RELATIONS
Webs and networks – the World Wide Web



Complex networks - large biological systems



James Douglas, 14th Earl of Morton, with his family



The Earl of Morton’s ‘Hints’ to James Cook

• To exercise the utmost patience and forbearance with respect to the Natives of 

the several Lands where the Ship may touch. To check the petulance of the 

Sailors, and restrain the wanton use of Fire Arms.

• To have it still in view that sheding the blood of those people is a crime of the 

highest nature: – They are human creatures, the work of the same omnipotent 

Author, equally under his care with the most polished European; perhaps less 

offensive, more entitled to his favor.

• They are the natural, and in the strictest sense of the word, the legal possessors 

of the several Regions they inhabit. No European Nation has a right to occupy 

any part of their country, or settle among them without their voluntary consent. 

• If during an inevitable skirmish some of the Natives should be slain; those who 

survive should be made sensible that it was done only from a motive of self 

defence; But the Natives when brought under should be treated with 

distinguished humanity, and made sensible that the Crew still considers them as 

Lords of the  Country.



THE GRID – cartography
Cook’s Chart of the Endeavour voyage 

across the Pacific





THE ORDER 

OF THINGS

The Great Chain of Being



THE ORDER OF THINGS:  THE 
GRID

A Cabinet of Curiosities



THE GRID: Linnaean taxonomy;
Neil Pardington, contemporary artwork



THE ORDER OF THINGS

Automata & the Cosmos as a Machine



The grid as a method of surveillance: 
Jeremy Bentham’s Panoptican



Order of Things: Outlook calendar



Order of Things: Spreadsheet



Order of Things: Gridded building, Auckland



Order of Things:
The grid – planning map Auckland



Renee Descartes



THE ORDER OF THINGS GOES VIRAL

18th Century Census 18th Century Manufacturing



Intensive dairying



Intensive dairying

Civilization has marched geometrically across the landscape, the conquest of 
nature by an inteliigence that does not love the land” (Northrop Frye 1965)
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Civilization has marched geometrically across the landscape, the conquest of 
nature by an inteliigence that does not love the land” (Northrop Frye 1965)



New Zealand’s Well-being Budget



New Zealand’s Well-being Budget



New ways of mapping of ecosystems
Land, waterways, plants, animals, people



Greta Thunberg at UN, addressing world leaders on climate change: 

‘How dare you!’


